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For more than 100 years now, the name of
Johann Sebastian Bach has been considered
among the most highly regarded of all compos-
ers. The “holy cantor” church musician has been
written about in many books. So, it might be
difficult for some of us to imagine, but for
several generations after his death, Bach had
been forgotten. What remained of his vast
number of works gathered dust in private
collections or distant archives. Many of his
works were discarded; in fact, some found their

way to a butcher shop and are reported to have been
used as wrapping paper.

It took a twenty-year-old musician, who would
become as well known as Bach, to bring about an
interest in his works. In 1829, Felix Mendelssohn
performed the St. Matthew Passion, and revived interest
in the long-forgotten composer. The genius of Bach was
finally recognized by the world.

In this delightful story, young adults are intro-
duced to one of the greatest composers of all time.
Combining music, history, and culture with biography,
this story is as entertaining as it is educational—a
musical journey back through time.
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Masters of

Music

A Towering Reputation

A
lmost every famous musical composer is easily identifi-
able by his last name. When we mention Beethoven,
we’re talking about Ludwig. He wrote the famous Fifth

Symphony with its duh-duh-duh-DUH opening.

Tchaikovsky can only mean Peter, who composed The Nutcracker.
This ballet is a beloved part of the Christmas season.

Mozart is Wolfgang Amadeus, who wrote 41 symphonies, 27
piano concertos, 20 operas and hundreds of other compositions
during his lifetime of just thirty-five years.

But according to Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians, there
are at least 38 composers with the last name of Bach. Another
source puts the number at 53. A third says nearly 80. Yet when we
refer to “Bach,” almost always we mean Johann Sebastian. He is
generally regarded as one of the world’s three greatest composers,
along with Beethoven and Mozart. The standard catalog of his
works lists 1,087 different pieces of music.

It can be argued that no one has composed better music for the
majestic pipe organ. Every year, hundreds of thousands of people
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pack music halls to listen to the world’s greatest organists play
music that Bach wrote more than 250 years ago.

He also wrote some of the greatest music for the human voice.
He was the supreme composer of what is called Baroque music.
Baroque is characterized by several melodic lines, contrasts be-
tween solo and choral voices, drama, and a great deal of ornamenta-
tion.

What makes his reputation even more impressive is that for
nearly eighty years after his death in 1750, his music was almost
entirely ignored. At the end of his life, people believed that he was
out of date. His sons, many people said, were composing better and
more interesting music. Their father’s style was no longer popular.

Yet many popular musicians in recent years have given credit to
Bach. The Beatles used the trumpet solo from one of Bach’s
Brandenburg Concertos in one of their most famous songs, “Penny
Lane.” Some of Bach’s compositions are played on electric guitars
and sound as if they could have been written today.

He is especially popular among jazz musicians, who often take a
simple theme and then improvise variations on it. Fats Waller, a
famous jazz pianist, composer and singer of the 1930s and 1940s,
greatly admired Bach. Studs Terkel wrote about Waller in his book
Giants of Jazz: “Next to Lincoln, Johann Sebastian Bach was his
number-one hero. He was up till all hours . . . playing Bach on the
organ just for himself, for nobody else. A behemoth of a man, all
alone in the house, playing, listening, marveling at the genius of the
great German.”

Bach’s music is also used in movie sound tracks and advertising
jingles. Films such as Fantasia, Rollerball, 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
and Phantom of the Opera include his Toccata and Fugue in D Minor.
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The Paul Taylor Dance Company rehearses in Page Auditorium at Duke University
on July 22, 1999. The lyrical composition they are dancing to is set to movements
from Johann Sebastian Bach’s fourth, fifth, and seventh concertos for piano and
orchestra.

And his Air on a G String can be heard in several movies, including
the James Bond film The Spy Who Loved Me. The same tune is also
used in England in cigar advertisements.

His influence has even spread beyond music. In 2001, Taiwan-
ese painter Paul Chiang had an exhibition that included a series of
twenty-four huge paintings called Meditations on Eternity. In an
interview during the opening, Chiang said that among classical
composers, “Bach is the closest to oriental thought. He conveys
something close to eternity. I always played his music while work-
ing on this series.”
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George Frideric Handel (left) was
born the same year as Bach
(1685) in Halle, a town less than
60 miles from Bach’s birthplace.
They have other statistics in
common. At the end of their lives,
both men lost their eyesight and
died after being treated by the
same doctor. Both created
numerous compositions and both
are now regarded as the great
exemplars of the Baroque era.
Handel, however, led a far
different life as a prosperous
celebrity. Strangely enough, the
two men never met in person.

In fact, Bach’s reputation is literally out of this world. In 1977,
Voyager 1 and 2 were launched into deepest space. Each carries a
gold-plated record, which will introduce life on this planet to any
beings in distant galaxies that might discover it. Part of the record
consists of twenty-seven musical selections. Every continent is
represented. The choices range from rock ’n roll, jazz, and classical
music to a Pygmy girls’ initiation song and Australian Aborigine
music. But only one composer has three of his works included.

His name is Johann Sebastian Bach.
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